In the field of enterprise architecture (EA) 
INTRODUCTION
Enterprise Architecture is a framework for the development and management of the organization's information technology resources to achieve organizational goals [1] . Architecture at the level of an organization is called enterprise architecture, the most important feature of which is providing a holistic view of the organization [2] .In fact, architecture includes organizing a system consisting of a set of elements, the relationships of these elements with each other, with the environment as well as the guiding principles of designing and system development [3] . One of the most important achievements of enterprise architecture activity is enabling organizations to assess the currentsituation and also to identify, analyze, evaluate and select appropriate architecture solutions for organizations or in other words enterprise architecture evaluation. Recently different methods are proposed for evaluating enterprise architecture, each one having its own features and characteristics and in a way helping organizations' decision-making [2] . Enterprise architecture methods are conducted in different phases and stages. The areas of evaluation focus on detecting and diagnosing is whether the proposed architecture has the organization's desired qualitative characteristics. In the field of software architecture evaluation different methods are used which are based on qualitative scenarios. In this paper ATAM(Architecture Trade-off Analysis Method)method for Is used to evaluate enterprise architecture [4] . One of the main phases of this method is prioritizing qualitative scenarios. Among different evaluation methods, ATAMmethod is better for evaluation because of its tools, strategies, application scope and the existence of a very good applicable specimen [5] .
As mentioned, due to the high cost of qualitative scenarios implementation scenarios are prioritizing so that we focus on the ones with the higher priority that are more important. Therefore, the qualitative scenarios prioritizing issue is a matter of decision-making affected by many different criteria [6] . Since none of the recent studies meets the prioritizing qualitative scenarios requirements, considering proper prioritizing criteria and reaching an appropriate speed priority, non-dominated sorting genetic algorithms is used in this study (NSGA-II), which considered more criteria for prioritizing scenarios and has a better speed comparing to previous methods like gene.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated in two case studies in the field of enterprise architecture and architecture software. In the first case study in the area of enterprise architecture the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is approved. The second case study shows that its speed is better than the speed of previous methods; since there is no repetitive scenario in the qualitative scenarios prioritizing, the exactness of this algorithm is better than the previous algorithms including genetic algorithm.
The structure of this article includes several parts: second part is the previous works on the enterprise architecture evaluation, the third part contains NSGA -II algorithm, the forth part focus on the clarification of NSGA -II algorithm, the algorithm is evaluated in the fifth part and finally the results are presented in the sixth section.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Several studies have been done in the area of enterprise architecture evaluation including the ones presented below. The method proposed by Schekkerman [7] , this method is also known as enterprise architecture Scorecard. The mentioned method expresses a methodological line in order to evaluate the quality of the activities and enterprise architecture results. This method uses the developed architecture frameworks, but there is still insufficient accuracy in selecting qualitative characteristics [5] . The second method is the method provided by Management and Budget Office [8] , the aim of this procedure is to help organizations understand and improve the current state of architecture. This method evaluates all aspects and criteria of enterprise architecture but there's not enough exactness in choosing the qualitative characteristics [8] . Methods provided by a group of researchers from the University of KTH in Sweden [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14 ] are next. These methods are different methods, which principles and concepts are different in some cases, but in this section, we have considered them as a group. This method supports organizational decisions but does not have enough accuracy in determining indexes [2] . Another method have also presented by Mr. Khayyami [5] , in a part of his doctoral thesis, he determined the good qualitative characteristics of an enterprise architecture and proposed a clear and simple way to evaluate these characteristics. In this method, architecture models and information are analyzed but is based on expert knowledge that determines the value of criteria according to architecture models and information [5] . Ms. Razavi's method is the fifth one [2] . She presented a method in her PhD thesis that has two phases of determining the architecture qualitative characteristics and presenting a new framework for evaluating enterprise architecture.
In addition to introducing a new structure for qualitative scenarios, enterprise architecture is evaluated based on fuzzy logic in Razavi's method. Her method reduces human errors but it still does not have enough exactness in the prioritizing qualitative scenarios. She also presented an article for analyzingenterprise architecture entitled" An Approach towards Enterprise Architecture Analysis using Analytical Hierachy Process (AHP) and Fuzzy AHP ". The last work here is Mr. Karimi's method using genetic algorithm to prioritize qualitative scenarios [16] , [17] . Comparing to previous methods, his considered more prioritizing criteria but it has several basic problems including lack of certainty in shareholders' views, not computing the accuracy [16] repetitive prioritizing of scenarios and low speed. There are a large number of scenarios in enterprise architecturedue to their wide range, the number of shareholders and their prioritizing criteria [18] . The main problem in most of these methods is that we need high speed for processing all these criteria and architecture analysis based on them but none of the introduced procedures find any solution for it.
NSGA-II PROPOSED ALGORITM
Before presenting, the proposed algorithms, some basic concepts used in this algorithm are briefly explained. First, the prioritizing criteria of qualitative scenarios are introduced then algorithm structure including chromosome structure, creating the initial population and fitness function is presented.
THE PRIORITIZING CRITERIA OF QUALITATIVE SCENARIOS IN NSGA-II ALGORITHM
In addition to prioritizing criteria of qualitative scenarios presented by Mr.Karimi [16] , another criterion has added in this study to determine the amount of scenario duplication. The seven criteria are as follows:
1. Priority of Each qualitative scenario based on the shareholders' view.
2.
Difficulty level to achieve or implement the scenario 3.
The importance of each criterion or sub-criterion of the qualitative feature related to the scenario for the organization.
4.
The amount of the impact of the scenario answer criterion on each criterion or subcriterion of the related qualitative feature 5.
The amount of scenario impact on other qualitative features 6.
The priority of the shareholders participating in the evaluation process 7.
Not-repetitive scenarios: when prioritizing and choosing qualitative scenarios, we should be careful not to choose and prioritize repetitive scenarios. Considering this criteria will increase the selection and prioritizing accuracy.
NSGA-II ALGORITHM STRUCTURE
To prioritize qualitative scenarios at the right time, the meta-heuristic algorithm NSGA -II is used in this article. This algorithm is used because it is a population algorithm and is compatible with multi-objective problems, it functions systematically when dealing with non-dominated answers of each generations and the good dispersion of answers in Pareto optimal frontier. In other words, instead of fitness function, the concept of domination of answers is used in this algorithm. Chromosome structure, creating the initial population and fitness function are introduced in this part.
CHROMOSOME STRUCTURE
In this case, the chromosome length is fixed and equal to the number of qualitative scenarios. Each scenario is as a gene in chromosome and the arrangement of these genes represents the considered prioritizing for them throughout the algorithm implementation. The purpose of this algorithm is to find the optimal arrangement of the scenarios. In Figure 1 the cell array structure related to each scenario is shown. The first level of this structure includes the identifiers related to scenarios' prioritizing criteria and a QID (Quality Attributes Identifier)component as the related qualitative characteristic identifier. In this figure DR(DuplicateRate) criterion is added as the seventh criterion in addition to the existing criteria of the previous research. This seventh criterion determines the repetition rate of scenarios.
. Figure 1 . The structure of scenario [16] which extended by DR criterion
The variables with abbreviated names are used to show the quantitative amount in this structure. E (experts or stakeholder) constant variable shows the number of stakeholders or subjective experts. C (criteria or sub criteria) constant variable determines the number of sub-criterion of qualitative features of the related scenario. Q (quality attributes) constant variable expresses the number of all the desired qualitative features of the organization. SPE (Scenario Priority Experts) component that is an array of e number reflects the priority of scenarios based on the views of shareholders. SDA (Scenario Difficulty Access) component equals the numerical equivalent of the implementation and achievement difficulty of the scenario. QCE (Quality Criteria Experts) components is a matrix with e * c dimensions that represents the views of stakeholders on the importance of each criterion or sub-criterion of related qualitative characteristics. SCE (Scenario Criteria Experts) component is also a matrix with e * c dimensions and determines the impact of the amount of scenarios response criteria per any criteria or sub-criteria of the relevant qualitative characteristics. SEE (Scenario Effect Experts) component is a matrix with dimensions of e * q, which represents the positive or negative impact of this scenario on the other desired qualitative features of the organization. EPA (Experts Priority Assessment) component is an e number array determining the priority of participants in the evaluation of the architecture or organization stakeholders. This component is the same for all scenarios and there is no need to be repeated in all of them [17] . The added component in this paper is DR(Duplicate Rate)that shows the repetition rate of scenario and the more frequent scenario in the chromosome the closer the value will be to zero.
CREATING THE INITIAL POPULATION
The first step of the algorithm is to generate the initial population. The initial population is a descendant of the original chromosomes manufactured randomly. In this problem an initial population of N chromosomes is produced; N is the population size or number of members of the first generation.
The best answer is related to the chromosome that the arrangement of scenarios in it includes implementing the best state in the prioritizing criteria as follows [16] :
1. Descending order of scenarios prioritizing criteria based on the organization shareholders' view.
2.
Descending order of the amount of the achieving difficulty of the scenario 3.
Descending order of the criteria's importance criteria or sub-criteria of qualitative characteristics 4.
Descending order of the impact of the amount of scenarios response criteria per any criteria or sub-criteria of the relevant qualitative characteristics 5.
Ascending order of the amount of scenarios negative impact criterion on other qualitative features. 6.
The lack of duplicative scenarios in each chromosome.
FITNESS FUNCTION
This function is a criterion to determine the more appropriate or qualified answer comparing to other answers. Given that each chromosome represents a response, suitability or fitness of each chromosome in comparison with other chromosomes in the same generation can be determined by assigning a numerical value [19] . In this article, fitness function in the [17] reference is used with the difference that this function is converted into multi-objective one and DR(Duplicate Rate) criterion is added to it to show the repetitive rate of scenario. F (X) Fitness function for X chromosome is shown by the following equation (taken from reference [17] 
by adding DR).
This function input is the one-dimensional array of X and cell array of S. X is an array by the length of n which elements show the identifiers of the scenarios existing in it. n is the total number of scenarios. S cell array includes all numerical structures related to scenarios. X array elements show the number of scenario structure existing in S scenarios to calculate the fitness. The output of this function represents the amount of the input chromosome merit; the greater the value of the function, the more qualified the chromosome.
The proposed fitness function is composed of a few sub-functions, each of which is responsible for the calculation of the quantities of each prioritizing criteria of each scenario. More explanation about these sub-functions has been provided in [17] reference.
The DR Added sub-function in this article equals a value between 0 and 1; The more repetitive scenarios in the problem, the value will be closer to zero. Without any repetitive scenario in the answer or chromosome, the value equals 1. In factDR criterion is the repetition rate at which the repetitions on each chromosome reduces a fraction of fitness function and quality. The formula for calculating DR is given in equation 2.
Numerator is the total number of repetitive scenarios and denominator shows scenarios the total number of scenarios. For example, if we have 4 scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4, and a sample of the population as Figure 2 , the total number of scenarios equals 4 and the number of repetitive scenario equals 2 and DR 2 is equal to 0.5. This means that fitness function is divided to two halves. To calculate the fitness function a power (1 / i) is also used. The reason is that the amount calculated for each scenario has to be exponentiated by its reversed rank so that in the production of new chromosomes, preferred scenarios that have a higher value place at the beginning of the chromosome.
Finally change the problem into a multi-objective one, the fitness function was defined as follows:
Z1 and Z2 are the target functionsin the above equation.
CLARIFICATION OF NSGA-II PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Several outputs exist per the entire output of the fitness function or output the very objectives of the problem. These outputs are important criteria in dominance and crowding distance. The proposed method flowchart is shown in Figure 3 . In this flowchart first, the population parameters are determined such as mutation rate, composition, number of population samples, species size (equal to the number of scenarios), and number of frequencies. After determining the initial parameters of the problem, we create an initial population of scenarios which varieties are as the array with one row and have components equal to the number of scenarios. After creating the initial population, we improve it by a repetitive process. The improvement process of the population is in a way that per sample population, fitness function is applied on it. Fitness function output are several parameters that each of which will be compared to output parameters of fitness function of other species. If all the parameters of one species or chromosomes is more than the other species' parameters, this species dominates the compared species, and indeed is more suitable then the other. After determining the amount of species domination and recessiveness, distance navigation of all these species are calculated in all aspects or the very fitness function outputs. The process of calculating the distance navigation is similar to domination, in which any species is compared to other species. In the next stage mutation and composition operations are done on the species and the two obtained sets of answers is added to the population. After that species are arranged in terms of domination first and then in terms of distance navigation. After arranging, nPop (n Population) primary species are entered into new populations and other species are removed. These steps will be repeated until the maximum frequency is reached. 
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm was examined in two case studies. In the first evaluation by carrying out a case study in the field of enterprise architecture with four scenarios, the accuracy of the algorithm was investigated. The assessment criterion was that 1.the prioritizing results should be similar to the state of the one previously conducted by other methods which results were proven to be accurate, 2. Comparing and evaluating the efficiency of this method with other similar methods.
The resultsof experiments in first case study showed that scenarios priority is consistent with the results of reference [2] . In figure 4 ,the result of Matlabdeveloped program based on proposed algorithm for the first case study is shown. It shows that the priority of scenarios is 4,1,2 and 3 respectively. This result is the same as the report of reference [2] that confirms the accuracy of proposed method.. The second case study is related to Chapter XI of reference [4] which consider 29 scenarios. The purpose of the second evaluation is to demonstrate the capabilities of applying the proposed algorithm in the field of software architecture. Therefore, by carrying out a case study in the field of software architecture, the amount of achieving this goal and its performance accuracy were analyzed. Comparison of the result of genetic algorithm presented in Figure 5 and the result of our experiment which shown in Figure 6 made it clear that our NSGA-II based algorithm removed the repetitive 16,9,8,4,19 scenarios. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Some of the methods that existed for enterprise architecture evaluation were investigated briefly in this article. As mentioned the qualitative scenarios are used to determine the qualitative features of enterprise architecture, so more attention should be paid to the prioritizing of the scenarios in evaluating methods. Since ATAM method considered prioritization of scenarios, proposed method were developed based on ATAM. In the present study to reduce running time a new method of prioritizing scenarios based on NSGA-II algorithm was introduced. This algorithm had more detailed criteria for prioritizing qualitative scenarios in the evaluation process. The proposed algorithm has been evaluated in two stages. The results were compared to the results of Mr Karimi, who has used the genetic algorithm. The new method showed a better running time comparing to genetic algorithm. In order to obtain scenario optimal order, the proposed method prevented the repetition of the scenarios and removed the previous method flaw. As future work, researchers can consider new criteria for prioritizing qualitative scenarios and also they can implement other metaheuristicalgorithm to prioritize qualitative scenarios in a new way and then it can be compared with current work result to gain more improvement.
